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Testing the wiring on the various models of carts is a straightforward procedure requiring only
a few basic toolsâ€¦. The control circuit is split up into two circuits: a 16 gauge solenoid control
circuit and a heavy gauge motor circuit. The charts below separate the two for clarification.
Current to the motor from the batteries through the heavy gauge cable is controlled by the
solenoids. The solenoids that connect this circuit are controlled by the lower voltage 12 or volt
16 gauge circuit which includes the key switch, the microswitch, the speed switch, and the
solenoid coils. The speed of the cart is increased and decreased by selected solenoids
switching through taps on a resistor. A volt tap operates the 16 gauge system and came as an
original configuration on the carts, but the volt tap pictured in the diagram is now recommended
for more reliable operation. The microswitch on the speed switch controls the first speed only.
The second and third speed is controlled through the speed switch contactors. There are
solenoids in both the gas models and the electric models. On the Electric model, a series of
solenoids operate the forward and reverse functions of the electric motor and select different
tap points on the resistor to change speeds. A solenoid is a switchâ€¦it is used to complete a
high amperage circuit that would over-power smaller and more delicate contacts in the switch.
The switch, rather than take the brunt of the snap of electricity, supplies a lower voltage to the
terminals 1 which powers the electromagnetic coil 3. The magnet pulls the contact shaft up into
the coil, overpowering the spring and bridging the connection as shown by the dashed outline.
Sometimes the moving contacts get welded to the stationary blades and stay stuck in the
closed-circuit mode. Other times the coil 3 , which is a winding and continuous thin wire
wrapping a metal core, burns out. When this happens, the moving contact stays open. Both of
these situations are not repairable and the solenoid must be replaced. When the Speed Switch
wiper arm is properly adjusted, it will be against the stop and in solid contact with the
first-speed switch block, AND the foot pedal is at the rest position. When the foot pedal is fully

depressed the wiper arm must have tripped the microswitch and be against the fourth contact
block. This test needs to be done with a battery-powered continuity tester. Use the continuity
tester and perform step 1. The light should come on in 1. Perform step 2. The light should not
come on at all. If it does, the unit is bad and needs to be replaced. Check for continuity between
all terminals and the case of the switch. There should be no reading or continuity. Check
continuity between F and B terminals. There should be a reading and continuity light on. There
should be a reading and continuity between any combination light on. Prior to actually
removing the Traction Motor from the cart, there are some in-cart tests that can be performed.
These test can be done with the continuity tester. Motor wires A1, A2, S1, and S2 must be
disconnected before testing to ensure there are no false readings from the heavy gauge motor
circuit. Motor Internal Ground Test Connect one lead from the continuity tester to the cart frame
and with the other lead, test each of the motor terminals A1, A2, S1, and S2. This would indicate
an internal ground in the motor. The tester should light and show continuity between S1 and S2.
If there is no continuity, this indicates a broken or open condition in the field. The tester should
light, showing continuity between the two terminals. If there is no continuity this indicates a
possible:. The above diagram is correct for the through model DE. The model changed from a
belt drive to a direct drive axel requiring the motor to rotate in the opposite direction. The
battery configuration also changed to three in front and three in back. These charts and
illustrations are to be used in aiding the repair and maintenance of your Harley Davidson golf
cart. The illustrations and language will be updated and more details become available. Club
Car Golf carts have evolved many times since , and although the basic electrical design has
stayed close to the same, there are small differences. These differences are important when The
speed controller measures out current and battery voltage to the electric vehicles' motor to
raise and lower speed on the golf cart. It monitors the state of the motor and generates signals
to Skip to content. Unsure of your Year and Model? Click Hereâ€¦. Continuity Between B and F
only. Light on or 0 ohms. Continue Reading. Check the operation of the foot pedal moving the
switch arm and test speed switch. Listen for solenoid clicks, and if no sound check wiring to
terminals. Check solenoids with testing procedure. Using the wiring diagram for your model,
trace out and correct any loose or broken connections. Since the parts are rare and usually
expensive when found, it is VITAL to know the year and model of the cart you are working on.
What year is my Harley Davidson Golf Cart? The year is listed on the serial plate and will be to
The exact year and model are easily found using the tables below. Here are the steps to finding
the serial locations, translations, and corresponding charts to identify your Harley Davidson
golf cart. The design on these Harley Davidson golf carts was the rear end of the buggy can be
lifted upward. The rear end is on a hinge and can be raised up to allow the owner to work on the
engine and chassis. The company was starting to produce battery operated vehicles at this time
but were never as popular as the gas-powered models. The hinge feature allowed easy access
to both gas powered-engines and battery-powered carts. Another collectible version is the older
model HD with a steering wheel instead of the usual chrome tiller bar which had become
common on the golf courses. The most popular carts they produced were the 3-wheel versions.
The older models bearing the Harley Davidson name have become very collectible, but the parts
have become scarce. To determine the year of your cart you will need to find the serial number.
On carts with a lift-up body, the specific information is located on a data plate mounted on the
upper frame rail on the right or left side near the rear tire. If your cart was built in the s or s, it
will reflect this format:. The last number indicates the year of the decade. Further identification
can be done on electric models by comparing the solenoid arrangement on the firewall of the
vehicle. The Harley Davidson Motorcycle Company started making golf carts in , the same time
William Davidson joined the company. Carts were first labeled with the AMF logo in Columbia
dropped the Harley Davidson Name in What else does Columbia own? In Merle and Peggy
Williams started manufacturing golf carts under the name Marketeer and sold the company to
Westinghouse in Westinghouse sold this division to Nordskog in and following the death of Bob
Nordskog in , the company was sold to U. Legend Electric Vehicles purchased U. Electricar in
and was in turn purchased by Columbia ParCar in The serial number can be found above the
rear wheel under the body or under the dash on the passenger side. The year is in the last digits
of the serial number. The following digits are the serial numberâ€¦except the last two. These
indicate the decade by letter and year by number. The last number is the year in the decade.
They began with a 3-wheeled machine and later introduced a 4-wheel version. In , the
powerplant was a cc dual cycle single-cylinder air-cooled engine and used oil mixed with gas.
The HD golf cart is now a classic piece of machine history and considered a worthy treasure to
be sought out, purchased, and restored by collectors and enthusiasts alike. Club Car Golf carts
have evolved many times since , and although the basic electrical design has stayed close to
the same, there are small differences. These differences are important when The speed

controller measures out current and battery voltage to the electric vehicles' motor to raise and
lower speed on the golf cart. It monitors the state of the motor and generates signals to Skip to
content. Article Contents. Need the Wiring Diagram? Click Here! Click here! Continue Reading.
The Harley-Davidson Servi-Car was a three-wheeled utility motorcycle manufactured by
Harley-Davidson from to The Servi-Car was designed during the Great Depression when
Harley-Davidson was desperate to expand its product base to increase sales. In addition to its
intended use for car delivery and retrieval, the Servi-Car was also popular as a utility vehicle for
small businesses and mobile vendors. They proved to be particularly popular with the police
departments, some of which still used Servi-Cars into the s. In , the GDT, with large box and tow
bar, was added to the line. In , the small and large boxes were replaced with a standardized
intermediate-sized box that was manufactured for Harley-Davidson by the Chas. Abresch Co. A
gold, red, and black water transfer decal from this company was affixed to the top inside of the
box lid. The Servi-Car used variations of Harley-Davidson's 45 cubic inch flathead. From to 36,
the Servi-Car used the engine from the solo R model. An electric starter became available on the
Servi-Car in , making it the first civilian Harley with an electric starter, one year before the debut
of the Electra Glide. When the Servi-Car was introduced in , it used the same transmission as
the R solo model. The Servi-Car was designed for the road conditions of the day, where surface
roads might still be crude and unpaved. It had a rigid rear axle with a differential. This was done
so that the vehicle could use the same tracks that had been made by regular cars. A prototype
of the Servi-Car with rear suspension had been tested and was found to be unstable. Until , the
front forks of the Servi-Car were the springer-type leading-link forks used on the R-series and
W-series solo motorcycles. From on, the Servi-Car changed neck stem length and inner
diameter to use Hydra-Glide front forks. As introduced, the Servi-Car had a drum brake on the
front wheel and another drum brake inside the rear axle housing, decelerating both rear wheels.
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Companies portal Transport portal United States portal.
The company also introduced the first of their three-wheeled Servi-Cars in , powered by the cid
V-twin. The Servi-Car earned its own brochure for , where it was described as being 'the
practical method for profitable pick-up and delivery of automobiles. Archived from the original
on Retrieved Harley-Davidson Chronicle. Crewe, UK: American-V. Harley-Davidson model
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Harley-Davidson began manufacturing golf carts in when William "Willie G" Davidson joined the
company. They began as three-wheel models and then expanded to four-wheel models, before
Harley-Davidson sold the company in to American Machine and Foundry Company AMF , which
kept the Harley-Davidson name on the golf carts. AMF continued making golf carts under this
name until , when it sold the company to Columbia Par Car. Harley-Davidson golf carts have a
number of different specs, based on year of production. From the year , when Harley-Davidson
first started making golf carts, until it was sold from AMF to Columbia Par Car in , there were
exact engine specs for the gas-powered golf cart. It had a single-cylinder engine, which was two
cycle, and a displacement of cubic centimeters. The standard piston diameter of this golf cart
was 2. It was still a cubic-centimeter, two-cycle, single-cylinder engine, but the piston specs
changed. The standard piston diameter was 2. The fuel specs on both types of these Harley
Davidson golf carts are almost identical, only with a few differences on the newer models.
These golf carts both use high-quality, certified two-cycle golf cart oil called TCW-3, which
should be mixed with low-octane gas. The Columbia carts with were manufactured after use an
oil injection system. Hailing from Austin, Texas, Daniel Westlake has written under pen names
for a myriad of publications all over the nation, ranging from national magazines to local papers.
He now lives in Los Angeles, Calif. Fuel Specs The fuel specs on both types of these Harley
Davidson golf carts are almost identical, only with a few differences on the newer models. Your
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